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Chapter 1

Background

Megafine, founded in 1995, is a privately held and professionally managed company with offices in

Mumbai, Vapi, and Nashik, India. The Vapi facility has been successfully inspected by the US Food

and Drug Administration (FDA), and the Nashik facility has been approved by BGVFHH Germany

(EMA EU-GMP), Japan PMDA, Health Canada, TGA Australia, COFEPRIS Mexico, and Korea MFDS.

Both approval authorities have also been audited by many Innovators, top Generic firms and are

accredited by WHO GMP, ISO 9001:2008, 14001:2004, and OHSAS 18001:2007. Megafine, a trusted

partner for Research & Resource, not only manufactures its Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs)

and Advanced Intermediates but also serves as a contract manufacturer for Innovators and

numerous global pharmaceutical companies. Megafine's decades of experience and skill in the

creation of unique chemical processes serve the worldwide drug discovery and generic firms by

providing innovative and complete API solutions. They invest continuously in research and

development, resulting in a consistent flow of APIs that allows for the timely release of new products

to the market.

Megafine is dedicated to protecting third-party intellectual property rights, producing commercially

competitive products, and adhering to the highest quality standards. With a presence in more than

40 countries, Megafine focuses on specialized items. The partners are primarily drug development

and generic medication organizations from around the world that work on a variety of innovative

specialty products in therapeutic areas such as anthelmintics, cardiology, CNS (Central Nervous

System), urinary incontinence, and a few others. They offer a large variety of high-quality generic

and custom-made APIs in quantities ranging from a few grams to several metric tonnes. Megafine

specializes in polymorphic and chiral goods. Megafine has an advantage thanks to a great blend of

human talent, R&D labs, pilot plants, and cGMP manufacturing facilities backed by Quality

Assurance, Regulatory Affairs, and Intellectual Property cells. Megafine's regulatory team is
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well-trained and experienced in meeting the needs of the US-FDA, EDQM, Japanese PMDA, and

other regulatory bodies. With an amazing pipeline, the company has over 150 regulatory filings for

its APIs around the world.

Chapter 2

Business and Operational Challenges

Megafine's processes are highly complicated laboratory sample management systems, and the

stability sample inward register needs to be streamlined even more.

Sample Management

The goal of this user requirement specification is to define the LogilabELN is supposed to do in terms

of sample management, sample registration, sample tracking, test allocation, final sample disposal,

stability management, reserve samples, sample reconciliation, volumetric solution, and so on.
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Among the company's challenges are the following:

✔ Efficiently manage various types of samples and their accompanying metadata.

✔ Maintaining traceability throughout the sample life cycle.

✔ Increasing efficiency through manual workflows.

✔ Easily track and identify stored samples in their repository.

✔ Generating storage and sample reports that are comprehensive and customizable.

✔ Assigning access rights to individuals based on their roles.

✔ Multiple sample information such as current quantity, batch number, and expiry date can be

edited.

✔ Adhere to regulatory requirements such as the FDA's 21 CFR Part 11, and maintain an audit

trail.

✔ A fully-equipped Quality Control laboratory maintains sample management, sample tracking,

sample stability, and sample storage with cutting-edge instruments such as XRD, HPLC, GC,

FT-IR, UV, PSD by Laser Diffraction, and others.

✔ Formula generation (like in a spreadsheet), importing to easily construct templates, and

multi-sheet functionality are all features that a lab sheet should include.

Chapter 3

Why did the Organization choose Logilab ELN?

Megafine upgraded its sample management, sample traceability, sample reconciliation, and

operational concerns. Megafine AB contacted LogilabELN to discuss their sample management

requirements. The LogilabELN team preconfigured the solution and showed it by the relevant

procedures. Megafine chose a SaaS-based ELN to address sample management, data management,

sample registration, and stability management. To speed up the onboarding process, the LogilabELN

team held additional training sessions. The Megafine pharma industry is supported by LogilabELN in

the following ways.
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Megafine can more efficiently handle and track samples, and gather all relevant data.

Megafine may easily duplicate their storage sample using LogilabELN's virtual storage units,

record storage requirements, and find samples stored in storage units.

LogilabELN enables Megafine to maintain an automatic audit trail.

Megafine may assign role-based access privileges to different users using LogilabELN,

ensuring that confidential data is protected.

Megafine can reduce the amount of paper-based work, saving time and allowing for more

environmentally friendly alternatives.

The LogilabELN should be beneficial for analyzing, and printing the final test sheet containing

collected instrument data manually and, if applicable, calculated findings.

The audit trails generated by LogilabELN should include information about the following:-

person/equipment doing the activity (WHO)-date and time of execution (WHEN)-(WHAT)

was changed/done.

21 CFR Part 11 compliant record management with complete traceability. Traceability and

accountability of any changes made to the original record with reasoning and electronic

signature. Verification of changes with reason and old/new value in an easily comparable

view.

Chapter 4

Implementation process

Megafine will benefit significantly from the implementation of cloud-hosted Logilab ELN SaaS in

terms of cost-effectiveness and scalability. Digital SaaS ELNs have always had the inherent benefit of

making sample management, sample tracking, and data management, which in traditional research

lab setups can take a long time to complete, a quick and efficient procedure. The LogilabELN SaaS

model, with its highly scalable infrastructure, is unquestionably a good match for a solution that has

none of the restrictions of conventional methods. 
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Chapter 5

Benefits Gained by Megafine

Megafine experienced the following benefits:

User-friendly application as well as improved user experience and confidence.

Streamlined sample management.

In terms of implementation and operating efficiency, time savings are significant.

Improved data security, privacy controls, and cooperation through real-time data sharing.

Improved customer satisfaction by expediting sample management requests.

Ensured high-quality services at all times by enforcing best practices for sample

management.

Reduced the amount of paper used by digitizing operations, making them more

environmentally friendly.

They can partially keep track of all laboratory activity, create custom reports, and keep an

audit trail to meet audit standards.

Conclusion

Organizations have taken advantage of offering solutions like SaaS-based ELNs to help with data

homogeneity and high-quality standards, which improve lab connectivity, scalability, and creativity.

The demand for powerful, agile, and flexible laboratory sample management systems will only grow.

SaaS-based solutions provide proactive data insights, improve sample management, and assist

laboratories in better managing their collaborations. A combination of efficiency, security, and

regulatory factors will benefit the decision to use a SaaS-based ELN. Using Logilab ELN in paperless

processes paired with regulatory compliance and data integrity rules, the megafine pharmaceutical

industry achieved its primary objectives.
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